Patriot BIT+ USB 3.2 Gen. 1 Flash
Drives- 16GB
Patriot's Bit+ USB flash drive offers a high-speed USB 3.2
Gen 1 interface for an easy connection and speedy data
transfer on any PC or laptop. Bit+ is configured for favorable
quality and solid reliability when storing personal
documents, important data, your favorite movies, the latest
games, and more! Encased in a streamlined all black
housing with a super lightweight of 1.7 grams makes the
Bit+ the perfect user-friendly plug and play flash solution.
Featuring a compact, capless design, the Bit+ stays
protected while you're on the go. A small, portable design
allows the USB to fit into your pocket, backpack, or purse.
Bring your files with you wherever you travel.
Created with compatibility in mind, Bit+ syncs smoothly
across the latest operating systems. Simply plug the flash
drive in and immediately access a bit more storage.
Instantly access Patriot's Bit+ with capacities to fit all your
digital storage needs. Drag and drop to transfer all your
information and work faster than ever, keeping productivity
consistent. Reinforced with our 2-year warranty, the Bit+
makes the perfect drive for any user.

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Patriot BIT+ USB

FEATURES:
• Hi-Speed USB 3.2 Gen. 1 (backwards
compatible to USB 2.0)

PSF16GBITB32U
Patriot Bit+ USB 3.2 Gen. 1 Flash Drive

CE / FCC / RoHS
2 Year Warranty
0814914027516
0.003 lb/ 1.7 gm
1.22” (L) x 0.47” (W) x 0.07” (H)
3.1cm (L) x 1.2cm (W) x 0.2cm (H)

Hang Card
0.025 lb/ 11.7 gm
0.26” (L) x 5.15” (W) x 3.92” (H)
0.66cm (L) x 13.08cm (W) x 9.96cm (H)

13.41 lb/ 6 Kg
18” (L) x 14.84” (W) x 12.05” (H)
45.8cm (L) x 37.7cm (W) x 30.6cm (H)
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• Easy plug and play functionality and low profile
• Operating Temperature: O C to 70 C
• Compatible with the latest Windows, Mac OS,
and Linux platforms

